Objectives: To assess decision-making under explicit risk conditions in relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis patients and its relationship to decisions made under conditions of ambiguity. To assess cognitive functions related to decision-making performance in patients with multiple sclerosis (MS). Setting: MS center in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Participants: 27 patients with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis and 27 sex-matched, age-matched and education-matched healthy controls.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory demyelinating disease of the central nervous system that affects white matter, predominantly in the form of demyelinated plaques or lesions. 1 It is nowadays being recognised more and more that, in addition to white matter damage, grey matter involvement also plays an important role in MS symptomatology and progression. 2 Although some areas of the brain are affected more often than others, lesional distribution is thought to be random, with symptoms reflecting affected areas and patients presenting sensory, motor or cognitive disturbances. 1 Up to 70% of patients with MS may present cognitive disturbances at some point during disease development. 3 Cognitive areas affected in MS include executive functioning, 4 attention, 5 information processing 6 and memory, 3 of which processing speed and visual memory are most commonly affected (52 and 54%, respectively). 3 7 Information processing efficiency is measured both by the brain's capacity to manipulate information during short periods (working memory) and by the time required to access necessary information for the task undertaken (processing speed). Impairment in processing speed can also affect other domains, such as executive function or working memory. 8 Interestingly, increased demand for working memory is also associated with decreased processing speed. 1 9 Strengths and limitations of this study ▪ Patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) showed significantly poorer performance on the Game of Dice Task and the Iowa Gambling Task. This may be related to deficits in visuospatial learning, processing speed and working memory. ▪ Disturbances in decision-making (DM) may affect quality of life as well as social environment interaction. The detection and characterisation of cognitive deficits in MS will therefore both help patients and improve rehabilitation therapies for these cases. ▪ The limitations of this study include the unblinded observational design and small cohort size; our findings need further validation in a larger cohort. Moreover, association is not causation, and the correlations observed between working memory, speed processing and DM may reflect associations between domains that are equally affected by an unmeasured and unrelated cognitive deficit.
The Paced Auditory Serial Addition (PASAT) test, which measures working memory with high processing speed requirements, is one of the most sensitive tests available to detect cognitive impairment in patients with MS and it shows good correlation with deficit progression. 2 10 As mentioned, impairment in the executive capabilities needed to successfully complete complex tasks and to adapt to shifting environments or demands has also been described in patients with MS, but less frequently than processing speed or visual memory. 1 4 Regardless of impairment frequency, both executive function and working memory are key components in decision-making (DM). [11] [12] [13] DM, the ability to choose between different options, is a key component of everyday functioning. When altered, it can have important negative consequences for the affected individuals, both socially and personally. 14 DM can be assessed using the Game of Dice Task (GDT), which evaluates decisions made under explicit risk conditions in a task providing specific probabilities for positive and negative outcomes and foreseeable gains or losses resulting from each decision. 15 16 In this test, individuals have to guess, during 18 throws of a single dice, which number will appear, choosing either one, two, three or four numbers. Safe options are threeor four-number combinations, whereas single-or double-number combinations are considered risky. Executive function plays an important role in categorising and handling winning probabilities during the GDT. As previous studies have shown in healthy controls, GDT performance correlates with executive function as measured by the Modified Card Sorting Test (MCST) and individuals with reduced executive functioning take disadvantageous decisions in explicit risk situations. 17 Feedback processing has also been shown to influence performance since individuals with impaired executive function can still perform adequately by learning from feedback provided after each throw. 17 Finally, visual learning cues and working memory are other important factors that influence DM performance, and response to feedback or DM processing sometimes relies on the use of these capabilities. 14 The relationship between DM and working memory was demonstrated by Bechara and colleagues by analysing participants with brain lesions in different locations and the impact on working memory and DM. Individuals having lesions affecting working memory have also poorer performance in DM tasks. 11 In addition to this, working memory impairment underlies at least partly the deficits observed in DM under risk conditions in individuals with substance addiction. 12 This study investigates DM under explicit risk conditions as measured by the GDT, a task previously tested in healthy controls, 14 as well as under several disease conditions, such as Alzheimer's 18 and Parkinson's. 19 The main goal was to investigate the correlation between DM capabilities, executive function and working memory in patients with MS. An additional objective was to assess performance in GDT and compare the results to performance in the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT), a test evaluating learning and DM under ambiguous conditions, where risk is not explicitly explained to the individual, and learning which options are more advantageous is required. 20 Briefly, participants have to choose among four decks of cards in 100 trials and win or lose certain amounts of fictitious money. Two decks are disadvantageous in the long term, as they are associated with immediate high gain but higher unpredictable future losses, and two decks are advantageous in the long term because they provide low immediate gain but lower unpredictable future losses. Since these contingencies are not explained to the participants, they have to learn to choose among the more advantageous decks.
DM under ambiguous conditions-as evaluated by the IGT-has been reported to be affected in many conditions such as Parkinson's disease, 19 substance abuse, 21 pathological gambling, 22 anorexia nervosa 23 and MS. [24] [25] [26] [27] In the latter, several studies have reported impaired DM under ambiguous conditions even in the absence of major mood, cognitive or physical impairment. Moreover, Simioni and colleagues showed that a decline in DM capacity under ambiguity can appear as an early deficit in patients with MS, and when retested after 2 years, individuals can show significant deterioration in IGT scores independently of other markers of cognitive, emotional or disability worsening. 27 The study by Nagy and colleagues also reports that DM impairment in patients with MS can appear as an isolated deficit without the presence of generalised cognitive impairment and that this deficit is unrelated to executive function, as they did not detect a significant correlation between IGT scores and the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test. 25 However, it remains unclear whether patients with MS show impairment when executing tasks with explicit rules that require strategy and feedback processing, nor is it clear whether DM performance under risk conditions is correlated with feedback processing, working memory and information processing speed. We hypothesise that DM under explicit risk conditions is altered in patients with MS (ie, they favour riskier option choices), in relationship with executive and/or memory impairment, and we tested for a correlation between these domains and DM capabilities in the study patients.
METHODS Patients
Patients were recruited from the MS clinic at the Raúl Carrea Institute for Neurological Research (FLENI) by attending neurologists. Twenty-seven relapsing-remitting patients with MS fulfilling the 2005 McDonald criteria 28 with less than 2 years of disease duration and scores <2 on the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) underwent a complete neuropsychological evaluation. Patients presenting upper limb impairment, visual acuity or visual field deficits, a personal history of alcohol or drug abuse, head trauma, major psychiatric disorders or other neurological disorders or systemic illnesses were excluded from the study. All tests were conducted at least 90 days after full recovery from the most recent relapse or the discontinuation of steroid treatment. Twenty-seven participants matched for age, gender and educational level served as the controls. The study protocol was approved by the hospital Ethics Committee and all participants signed an informed consent form.
Neuropsychological evaluation
All participants completed Rao's Brief Repeatable Battery (BRB). 29 This battery includes tests for the assessment of cognitive components typically affected in MS such as processing speed (digit symbol test), working memory (PASAT), verbal memory (selective reminding test, SRT), visuospatial learning (7/24 spatial recall test) and verbal fluency (word list generation). Executive functions were studied using the MCST, 30 and depression was assessed using the Fast Screen version of the Beck Depression Inventory. 31 
Game of Dice Task
The GDT is used to evaluate DM in a gambling situation under explicit rules 16 because rules for gains and losses as well as success probabilities are explicit and stable. Participants have to guess, during 18 throws of a single dice, which number will appear before selecting a single number ( probability of winning $1000 was 1:6=16.7%) or a combination of two ( probability of winning $500 was 2:6=33.3%), three ( probability of winning $200 was 3:6=50%) or four numbers ( probability of winning $100 was 4:6=66.6%). Safe options are three-number or fournumber combinations, whereas single-number or double-number combinations are considered risky. The participants were aware of the duration of the test, affording the application of a long-term strategy to increase the outcome. The GDT net score was calculated by subtracting the number of risky selections from the number of safe selections. Additionally, selection proportions were also calculated for each round. Finally, feedback processing was assessed to determine whether receiving negative feedback influenced future throws.
Iowa Gambling Task
The IGT was designed to simulate real-life DM under ambiguity; this means that the outcome probabilities are unknown. The task consists of choosing a card from one of four decks: decks A and B are disadvantageous in the long term, as they are associated with immediate high gain but higher unpredictable future losses, whereas decks C and D are advantageous in the long term because they provide low immediate gain but lower unpredictable future losses. Moreover, the disadvantageous decks differ from each other since losses are more frequent but of a lower value for deck A than for deck B, which, in contrast, is associated with higher gains but overall higher losses than deck A. Likewise, among the advantageous decks, losses are more frequent for deck C but of a lower value than for deck D, which is associated with higher overall gain. The participants were unaware of gain/loss probabilities when beginning the task. It was expected that, over the course of 100 card selections, optimal performers would progressively develop the strategy of choosing more often from advantageous decks. The IGT net score was calculated by subtracting the number of disadvantageous deck selections from the number of advantageous deck selections. Additionally, all 100-card selections were subdivided into five blocks of 20 selections each, and scores for these blocks were also calculated. It has been argued that the first two IGT blocks are those that actually measure DM under ambiguity, as, once participants learn which decks are more disadvantageous, decisions are made under risk conditions (blocks 3-5). 13 14 Blocks 1 and 2 combined were considered the ambiguous IGT score block, and the former blocks 3-5 were combined and considered to be explicit-risk blocks.
Statistical analysis
Unless otherwise mentioned, the data are expressed as the mean±SEM. Normal distribution was assessed using a Kurtosis test; if variables were not normally distributed, a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test was applied. Otherwise, a t test was performed to evaluate the differences between patients with MS and controls. Bonferroni correction was applied to adjust for multiple testing on the BRB tests, and p values ≤0.004 were considered significant.
Changes during GDT performance were assessed by applying a proportional odds regression model. For feedback analysis, participants were considered to respond to feedback when they switched to an advantageous option after selecting a disadvantageous one and losing money. The proportion of participants switching to an advantageous option after receiving negative feedback was analysed by applying a mixed-effects logistic regression model.
Forward stepwise linear regression analysis was used to determine which cognitive areas correlated with GDT performance. Univariate analysis was performed for each test included in the BRB and the MCST; tests with p values <0.15 were ranked and kept for the next step. We then added as a first variable the one having the highest correlation with the dependent variable (GDT score) and, if it was significant, we continued with the next variable until no more were available. Partial F tests were conducted at every step, and non-significant variables were removed.
To construct a longitudinal model able to detect IGT changes during the five blocks of the test, a mixed-effects regression approach was used. The model included the IGT score as the dependent variable and diagnosis, block, and interaction as independent variables. The systematic part of the model included diagnosis and block-specific intercepts and slopes and, for the random analysis, a random shift in the intercept and slope was added for each participant. p Values below 0.05 (two-tailed) were considered significant. Mediational analyses were performed using the Preacher and Hayes bootstrapped test of mediation. All statistical analyses were performed using Stata V.12 (Statacorp LP, Texas, USA).
RESULTS

Clinical, demographic and neuropsychological characteristics of study participants
Clinical and demographic characteristics of the study participants are presented in figure 1A) .
These deficits could be caused by alterations in the ability to incorporate feedback ( patients fail to learn after losing money using disadvantageous dice) or by impairment in executive functions ( patients fail to elaborate the right decisions correctly).
If participants were able to successfully use feedback received during task execution, the frequency of advantageous dice choice would be expected to increase progressively over rounds. To assess whether this was the case, we tested whether the proportion of each of the four decisions shifted with successive rounds and whether this change differed between patients and controls. No significant use of feedback was detected as the rounds progressed (OR 1.03, 95% CI 0.99 to 1.06), nor was there significant interaction between rounds and diagnosis (OR 1.03, 95% CI 0.98 to 1.07). Thus, neither patients nor controls modified choices significantly during the task (see figure 1B) . Owing to the fact that some individuals never chose a disadvantageous option or, if they did, they may still not have received negative feedback, we further investigated whether choosing the disadvantageous dice and getting negative feedback (ie, losing money) influenced the shift to an advantageous option in either group. No significant difference in the proportion of individuals using negative feedback to modify decisions was observed (36% for healthy controls vs 33% in patients with MS, p=0.48). Thus, deficits in DM under risk observed in patients with MS did not seem to be caused by deficiencies in feedback processing.
Effect of visuospatial learning, processing speed and working memory on DM under risk
Since feedback processing deficit was not the reason for the underlying DM deficits observed in patients with MS and since it has been proposed that decisions made under explicit risk are correlated with executive functioning and memory, 12 32 we also investigated whether an association existed between these domains and GDT performance. No significant correlation was detected between executive function-as measured by the MCST-and DM in patients with MS ( p=0.29). We then evaluated whether working and visual memory-two traits frequently affected in MS-correlated with DM abilities. A significant correlation was detected between disadvantageous choices and both the 7/24 Spatial Recall Test (a test of visuospatial memory, p=0.021) and PASAT 2″ performance (a working memory test requiring a high processing speed, p=0.025). As performance on both tests decreased, participants tended to choose higher risk options in the GDT. Thus, DM performance under risk seems, in patients with MS, to be related to visuospatial learning and working memory/speed processing but not to executive function. Finally, we assessed whether the effect of visual memory on DM is mediated by working memory and we found that the relationship between visual memory and DM was partially mediated by working memory (27%) and that the direct effect remained significant ( p=0.01). Thus, although some of the effect of visuospatial memory is mediated by working memory, the majority of the effect is direct.
DM assessed by IGT in patients with MS is affected only in blocks involving decisions made under risk
IGT differs from GDT essentially in that outcome probabilities are unknown and participants have to learn which options are advantageous. Throughout the 100 test trials, patients with MS chose less advantageous decks significantly more often, as reflected by lower total IGT scores (32.9±4.1 for HC vs 14.9±4.9 for patients with MS, p=0.007; see figure 2A ). It has been argued that IGT actually assesses DM in a dual fashion. 13 The first two blocks truly correspond to decisions made under ambiguity, as individuals follow their guesses and hunches to choose between decks. However, once participants figure out which decks are associated with worse outcomes, they learn to choose the better decks so that, for the last three blocks, decisions are made based on relatively known risks, 13 33 in which executive control is thought to play a more important role. 14 We then assessed whether IGT scores changed over blocks (meaning that participants learned to avoid disadvantageous decks over time and perform better) and whether the slope of this change was different between patients and controls in each block. As shown in figure 2B and table 3, no significant differences were detected between patients and controls during the first two blocks (p=0.15 and p=0.24 for blocks 1 and 2, respectively). Interestingly, starting from block 3 and reaching significance in blocks 4 ( p=0.003) and 5 ( p=0.023), patients with MS differed from HC, as they stopped progressing in their scores. Patients with MS responded normally when making decisions under purely ambiguous conditions but started failing once decisions had to be made under risky ones (not formally tested, assumed to be this way based on prior evidence).
We then hypothesised that impaired DM observed during the last IGT blocks responded to the same cause as impaired performance in the GDT and, therefore, that a correlation between scores as well as an association between visuospatial learning and working memory should be present. Indeed, GDT performance correlated positively to scores in the last three IGT blocks ( p=0.021), and correlations between visuospatial learning and working memory performance were also found for the last three IGT blocks (risk blocks, p=0.05 and p=0.023, respectively), but not for the first two (ambiguous blocks, p=0.33 and p=0.49, respectively).
DISCUSSION
We observed impaired DM in patients with MS under stable and explicit rules for gain and loss. The study results also suggested that deficits correlated with visuospatial and working memory performance, but not with feedback processing or executive function.
Studies in primates 34 as well as humans 35 have shown that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex is key in working memory function, as measured by a variety of tasks. The claim that working memory is necessary for DM comes from studies showing that individuals with lesions in this area and low performance in working memory are also affected in their DM capacity. 11 Working memory deficits are also commonly observed in patients with MS. 29 The nature of this particular deficit is beyond the scope of this manuscript, but the accumulation of white and grey matter lesions in a random fashion over time seems to be the most likely underlying mechanism. 3 However, our results highlight the fact that memory deficits are not only important per se, but can also affect other equally or even more important areas, such as DM.
Even though visuospatial impairment has been consistently observed in patients with MS, 29 36 its relation to DM has not been addressed. Visuospatial memory is closely linked to working memory, and pre-existing deficits in visuospatial memory in patients with MS have been found to affect working memory function. 36 Quantification of the contribution of visuospatial and working memory to DM in MS is an interesting question to be addressed in future studies and until then these findings should be interpreted with caution.
DM under ambiguous and risky conditions and the relationship between them were also studied. No significant deficit in ambiguous decisions was detected, as measured by the first two blocks of the IGT, whereas significant impairment in learning and performance in the last three blocks was observed. DM (as measured by the IGT) has been previously shown to be impaired in patients with MS, 24-27 37 but no distinction has been made regarding the type of DM affected. Overall, previous studies have found poorer performance in later IGT blocks, with preserved DM during the initial blocks. 24-27 37 Little is known about the natural history of DM disturbances in MS; as mentioned, the study population comprised mostly recently diagnosed patients with MS. One longitudinal study reassessing IGT scores at 2-year intervals showed that DM deficits could progress over time. 27 Interestingly, IGT performance in primary progressive MS (PPMS) seems to be significantly affected compared to HC and secondary progressive MS (SPMS), 38 highlighting the heterogeneous nature of DM impairments.
The limitations of this study include the unblinded observational design and small cohort size. Moreover, association is not causation, and the correlations observed between working memory, speed processing and DM may reflect associations between domains that are equally affected by an unmeasured and unrelated cognitive deficit. Several factors that could have affected DM performance of patients with MS, such as depression, physical impairment (eg, decreased visual acuity or motor dysfunction) or limited processing speed (the most common cognitive deficit in MS), were each addressed. 39 Given the inclusion criteria applied, patients were mostly recently diagnosed and without physical handicaps. No significant differences in depression scale scores were observed, nor was physical disability an issue; all individuals had EDSS scores below or equal to 2. Finally, GDT is not a timed test; therefore, it is unlikely that processing speed affected patient performance. Nevertheless, our findings needs further validation in a larger cohort of patients with MS.
CONCLUSIONS
Our study shows specific DM deficits in patients with MS. Disturbances in DM may affect quality of life 24 as well as social environment interaction. 40 The detection and characterisation of cognitive deficits in MS will therefore both help patients and improve rehabilitation therapies for these cases.
